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Malam Abubakar assured that KEDCO would not toy with 
its premier customers that pay their electricity bills 
regularly, saying that BUK was one among the few that 
often met its obligation in terms of settlement of electricity 
bills. He said for this reason and barring any unforeseen 
challenges, KEDCO would not relent in its efforts to 
satisfy the yearnings of its dedicated customers.  

The KEDCO Chief Commercial Officer told the Vice 
Chancellor that the company sometimes faced unforeseen 
technical challenges which often resulted in major power 

outages. 'We are in business, our desire is to sell 
electricity to enable us to meet our numerous 
obligations. Incessant power outages are not our target. 
Our target is to supply constant electricity to our 
customers in order to make more money', he remarked.  

He said KEDCO had noted all the complaints and 
challenges Bayero University was facing as a result of 
power outages, and assured that there would be a new 
lease of life in electricity supply to the institution.   
Earlier, the Vice Chancellor, Professor Sagir Adamu 
Abbas thanked the Management of KEDCO for the 
cordial relationship and assured that all efforts would be 
intensified to cement the relationship.
He told the KEDCO Management that the University 
was populated by over 60,000 inhabitants including 
students and staff, in addition to lecture theatres, 

laboratories all desirous of power to function. The Vice 
Chancellor added that conscious of these facts, the 
University Management made it a point of duty to ensure 
prompt settlement of electricity bills every month.
'We have never defaulted in settling our electricity 
obligation and wondered why the University cannot get 
constant power supply,' the Vice Chancellor said. 

The Management of Kano Electricity Distribution 
Company (KEDCO) has assured Bayero University of 
improved and constant electricity supply as part of its 
efforts to sustain the long- standing cordial relationship 
between the two institutions.

This was disclosed by the Chief Commercial Officer 
(CCO) of KEDCO, Malam Abubakar Yusuf on behalf of 
the Managing Director/Chief Executive Officer (CEO), of 
the Company Ahmed Dangana, when he received the 
Management of Bayero University, Kano led by the Vice 

Chancellor, Professor Sagir Adamu Abbas on a courtesy 
thcall on Monday, 13  March, 2023. 

He said Bayero University and KEDCO had a long-
standing history of cordial relationship therefore the 
organisation would do everything possible to sustain such 
relationship through provision of improved and constant 
supply of electricity to the University.

According to the JAMB Boss Bayero University has 
always gone to great lengths in verifying the A' Level 
qualifications used by candidates to gain admission into its 
programmes.  This measure has helped to detect the use of 
fake certificates by some candidates who had applied to 
study in your institution and were admitted.
What is worthy of note is that the infraction was not 
concealed within the institution but brought to the 
knowledge of the Board and other stakeholders.

In view of the above, “the Board, wishes to acknowledge 
the fact that your institution has made a difference, in the 
fight against forgery of certificates and it is hoped you will 
continue to make a difference,” the statement said.

The Joint Admission and Matriculation Board (JAMB) has 
commended Bayero University for adhering to standards 
in the conduct of its admissions exercise, describing the 
university as a pace setter.

In a commendation letter signed by the Registrar/CEO of 
the Board, Professor Ishaq O. Oloyede, it observed with 
keen interest, the pursuit for standards in the Direct Entry 
admissions process by Bayero University, Kano. 

The letter reads “Board applauds your institution's 
faithfulness, passion and commitment to safeguard and 
sustain credibility in admissions processing and the 
standard of education in the country.”

JAMB Commends BUK for Adhering to Standards in Admission Policy

KEDCO Assures BUK of Improved Power Supply

BUK Management in a group photograph with KEDCO Leadership 
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company was embarking on general disconnection 
exercise not minding whether the University was up-to-
date in the settlement of its power bill. Professor Abbas, 
however, advised KEDCO to involve technology such that 
only defaulting customers were disconnected as against its 
current system where everybody was affected by the 
general exercise. 

The Vice Chancellor also drew the attention of his host to 
the unannounced tariff hike that affected one of the 
Campuses of the University and called on the KEDCO 
Management to reconsider the hike issue. He appealed for 
the installation of meter in the affected campus to address 
the problem of estimated billings.
The Vice Chancellor equally spoke about the University 
being disconnected by KEDCO agents anytime the 

theffect from Monday 20  March, 2023.
 As an overseer of Bursary Department, he would be the 
Chief Financial Officer of the University and be 
responsible to the Vice Chancellor for the day-to-day 
administration and control of financial affairs of the 
university.

The Vice Chancellor, Professor Sagir Adamu Abbas has 
approved the appointment of Malam Rabiu Dauda to 
oversee the affairs of the Bursary Department pending 
the appointment of a substantive Bursar.

th
In a letter dated 16  March, 2023 signed by the Registrar, 
Malam Jamil Ahmad Salim said the appointment takes 

VC Appoints Rabiu Dauda to Oversee Bursary Department

NATIONAL
ST1  Position  - N250, 000.00
ND

2  Position  - N100, 000.00
RD

3  Position  - N50, 000.00

ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES
All students in Government approved higher institution of 
learning in Africa:

· Colleges
· Universities
· Monotechnics
· Polytechnic 

EMAIL ADDRESS FOR SUBMISSION IN NIGERIA
zainabumar@son.gov.ng: 08039551555
umarzainab59@yahoo.com: 08099099455
paul.pankes@son.gov.ng: 08038396788
pcpankes@yahoo.com

CLOSING DATE
st12:00 Midnight on Friday, 31  March, 2023

TO DOWNLOAD
· APPLICATION FORM

· THEME & CONCEPT PAPER
VISIT:  or www.arso-oran.orgwww.son.gov.ng

The African Organisation for Standardisation (ARSO), a 
body of the African Union (AU) and the Continental 
umbrella body for all National Standards Bodies (NSBs) in 
Africa instituted an annual Continental Essay competition 
since 2014.  The competition is open for students below the 
age of 35 years and in government approved institutions of 
higher learning in Africa. The aim is to engage and 
sensitize African youths on the benefits of Standards in the 
socio-economic development of the Continent and indeed 
their respective countries.  

African Organisation for Standardization in collaboration 
with Standard Organisation of Nigeria (SON), announce 

th
the 10  Continental Essay Competition 2022/2023 Theme:
“The role of standardization in promoting the growth of 
Micro, Small and Medium – sized enterprises (MSMES) 
for sustainable, inclusive and diversified Industrial and 
economic development in Africa”

Prizes
CONTINENTAL
1st Position  - $1,000.00

nd2  Position  - $800.00
rd

3  Position  - $500.00

th
Notication on the 2022/2023 10  ARSO Continental Essay Competition on Standardisation

The Vice Chancellor, Professor Sagir Adamu Abbas, has approved the appointments and re-appointments of the 
underlisted staff into various positions.

Appointments and Re-appointments

S/N NAME DEPARTMENT APPOINTMENT EFFECTIVE
1 Professor Tijjani Hassan 

Darma
College of Natural and 
Pharmaceutical Sciences

 
Re-appointed as the Provost, College of Natural and 
Pharmaceutical Sciences

 
3rd April, 2023 to 2 nd

April, 2025

 

2 Dr Tijjani Shehu Almajir Department of Linguistics 
and Foreign Languages

 
Appointed as the Deputy Director, Centre for Research in 
Nigerian Languages, Translation and Folklore

 
9th

 

March, 2023 to 
8thMarch, 2025

 

3 Professor Abdullahi 
Audu Adamu

Department of Mechanical 
Engineering

 Appointed as the Head, Department of Mechanical 
Engineering

 21st

 

March, 2023

 

4 Dr Feyi Ikusika Department of Restorative 
Dentistry

 Appointed as the Head, Department of Restorative 
Dentistry

 20th

 

March, 2023
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